


coffee experience center
The venue is located in Oaxaca, surrounded by a small towi1 with a coffee industry to guarantee 
survival, with a coffee museum, coffee shop, and coffee making center. Although fair trade has trained 
farmers, it only focuses on coffee planting and production by the farmers themselves. The experience 
center will Develop a standard quality system for specialty coffee and a commercial coffee quality 
standard system It will provide Supplier Training on Planting and Production and Quality inspection 
report, taking production and consumers as the focus of the new system to improve the level of high-
quality coffee planting.

semester 1,2021 May
tutor:Gabrielle Printz&Rosana D Elkhatib
collaborate:Fan Liu
Studio:Ford Foundation











living communitysemester 2,2021 September
tutor:Richard Plunz,Victor F. Body
collaborate:Zheng Yin

Studio:under the viaduct:community well-being in harlem
Based on its long engagement with the Bradhurst community, HCCI has articulated detailed 
priorities as framework for all of its initiatives. Through a community visioning process 
HCCI has translated the BOA project into several goals. As the entrance to Harlem, this 
residential building will combine commercial and community services to provide affordable 
housing for people and make an attempt to improve the quality of life in Harlem.













semester 3,2022 February
tutor:Gordon Kipping
collaborate:independent work
studio:Wood&Plants

climbing along the hall

Starting from the study of climbing Chinese rose, this design starts with the logic of 
plant growth and considers the combination of plants and architecture to try to 
transform Avery Hall.At the beginning of the design, the research and practice of wood 
structure were carried out. After the structure model is obtained, the structure is used in 
the facade design of the building, and the function of the building is analyzed and 
redesigned, which is upgraded on the basis of retaining part of the original building.











section of west facade



rendering of second floor



Southwest bird 's-eye view







optional course
tutor:Phillip Crupi
collaborate: Kuo Han,Kennedy Marie Vantrump, Jerry Schmit
Ultreal

scene rendering

In the design, the collision between lost modern civilization and warm traditional culture 

is considered. When the two representative objects appear in a scene at the same time, 
what kind of contrast will be formed and what kind of artistic sense will be brought? This 
is the conclusion we want to draw from this rendering mission.














